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Openest
Openest is a collection of lounge furniture and private workspaces,
offering adaptable solutions that respond to the ever-evolving
nature of work, enticing people to come into the office while
making the most of your floorplate.

Welcoming, Inspiring, and Adaptable
Openest designer, Patricia Urquiola, describes the collection as
“kind of an oxymoron,” explaining, “At its heart it is a nest, but it’s
also open.” Openest creates more intimate places for people to
meet and work, yet is readily adaptable to change. The designs mix
warmth with flexibility, easily creating more comfort zones that
welcome and inspire people when they come in to work.

Dynamic Spaces for Diverse Workstyles
From solitary contemplation to strategic planning, Openest
covers the spectrum of activities people do each day, improving
efficiency and supporting the diverse ways they work. The collection
gracefully blends into the environment to create spaces that are cozy,
warm, and inviting—the types of spaces that attract and retain
talented workers. Present a look that’s neat and welcoming, while
providing a refuge of functional furniture for working or relaxing,
focusing or socializing.

Versatile Solutions That
Leverage Space
When you’re pressured to do more with
less space, multi-use, agile products can
maximize real estate, while creating the
variety people desire in the workplace.
Openest helps leverage under-utilized
spaces by creating comfortable work
zones that people are drawn to. With so
many application possibilities, Openest
offers a simple solution that makes it
easy to divide, configure, or refresh
open spaces.

Design Choices
Openest sofas, poufs, booths, tables, and screens come together to
create an array of lounge and retreat spaces—wherever work happens.
The pieces share a soft look and feel that draw people in, while creating
a dynamic landscape of color with options that complement existing
surroundings. Choices in rich textiles and finish details add a sense of
custom tailoring and fine craftsmanship.
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As organizations grow and evolve, changing business
strategies and employee needs impact space design.
Haworth is your trusted partner to help fulfill your client’s
workplace vision while maximizing their investment.
To learn more, visit haworth.com/openest.

